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behind-the-scenes look - marketginin the computer media
' how floppy
division of BASF's Information
--YF
disks
.se into life and how Systems. If that seems like a lot of
disks, realize that in 1987, over 750
i. they withstand the test :million
disks were sold in the United
,,:-! ' *' fOt time.:'? i.:
.~! . States, says Bunzell.
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steam press, which folds them in half
(along the bottom edge) and then
folds down the side flaps, welding
the jacket
jack together.
togthe The jacket is now
sealed on three sides. Each Bernal
machine uses a slightly different
The disks are assembled in a huge,
"tacking pattern" for the welds, Kelly
squat, windowless building set back
said, which makes it easy for engiWhat makes a single-sidedflop,py disk
about 200 feet from Crosby Drive. I
neers to trace problems with the
different from a double-sidedone:
was shown through the facility by
welds back to the particular machine
' How many years will the data oon a
William J. Kelly, product manager of that caused them.
floppy disk last if the disk is prop erly
the diskette division. First, we put on
Next, the "cookie," (given its
stored?.
"clean-suits" that covered our hair,
name, Tullmann says, "because it's
,'-What should I do with those plaastic
clothes, and shoes. Then we entered
punched out just like a cookie,") is
sleeves that the 3.5-inch disks conie with? the main assembly room through an
burnished and inserted into the
Use thenim for storage, or throw theem out? air-lock, which blasted us from the
jackets. All of BASF's cookies are
sides with jets of air designed to
manufactured in Germany and sent
Burning for the answers to tIhese
remove any dust that might have
to the United States in large, sealed
questions, I spent the day visit ing the stuck to the outside of the special
canisters, Kelly says.
BASF manufacturing plant in
clothes.
Stacks of the cookie-and-jacket
Bedford, Massachusetts. WhileeBASF
The first part of the tour was how
assemblies are taken to the testers,
makes only five percent of the floppy minifloppies (5.25-inch disks) are
where robot arms pick up each one
disks used in the United States
made.
and insert them into special drives.
(according to Dave Bunzell at Ithe
The assembly area is a colossal
The drives wrie a testing pattern on
Santa Clara Consulting Group in
room that runs nearly the width and
both sides of the disk, from track
California), the company has unique
length of the entire building. At the
number 79 to negative 5, and try to
expertise in the field of magnettic
back of the room is a twin pair of
read it back. The test takes about 45
recording technologies: After a11,
Bernal machines, the size of pickup
seconds. If the second side of a disk
BASF invented the magnetic reecordtrucks, that make the disk's jacket fails, it's sold as a single-sided disk.
ing tape in 1934.
the soft, black PVC plastic shell that
But since 10 percent of the floppy
Just off Route 3 in Bedford, Afassasurrounds the "cookie" of the magdisk business is for single-sided
chusetts, is BASF's domestic flcoppy
netic media.
disks, and since the rejection rate is
disk production facility, where
Between the cookie and the PVC
"a whole lot less than 10 percent,"
I I
jacket is a fibrous liner, which cleans
the minifloppy every time it spins in
its jacket. Five times a second the
Bernal machine binds 10.5 inches of
liner to a strip of PVC. It then

UI".
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chance, using single-sided disks as
double-sided ones can be a bargain,
although BASF, naturally, doesn't
recommend the practice.
Stacks of the certified disks are
taken to another station, where the
top edge is sealed. At the final
station, the hub reinforcement ring is
applied and the test pattern is removed by an alternating magnetic
field. Each disk is stamped with a lot
number. Only then is the manufac-

turer's label applied.
"Cost and quality go together. The
lousier your quality, the higher your
manufacturing costs," Tullmann says.
BASF has found that the failure rate
of their disks has dropped as more of
the production process has been
automated.
Microfloppies (the 3.5-inch disks
used on the Macintosh and laptop
computers) are manufactured by a
similar process, except the two halves
of the cases are separately molded
and welded together ultrasonically.
Microfloppies have an additional
step, in which the disk's metal shutter
is crimped on and the spring is
inserted. Each shutter is then opened
by a robot arm, and an electric eye
watches the shutter close. Any disk
with a shutter that takes too long is
thrown out. "This is a very difficult
operation, so we do a lot of checks on
it," Kelly says.
In the middle of the room is a
machine called an "interchange
JANUARY 1989/19
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AN IDEA
WHOSE TIME HAS COME.
Our idea is simple, it's called the double win
theory. If you win, we win. f we help you
achieve your PC maintenance goals, then we
achieve ours.
At MICROTECH, a total service organization,
service is the product not a side line.
Phone
Support
* Software Support
* System Upgrades
* Networking
* Technical

* Maintenance
Agreements
· Time and Materials
Service
· Preventive Maintenance
* System Installation
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computer with eight disk drives from
eight different manufacturers. The
idea is to measure how tolerant the
disk is of differences between different drives. "We tried to find the
worst drive we could," says Edward
Clark, the plant's quality control
manager. The ease with which a disk
can be recorded on one drive and
played back on another is a function
of how carefully the disk's center hole
(or in the case of the microfloppies,
the disk's hub) is manufactured,
Clark says.
The BASF plant makes both
minifloppies and microfloppies; all of
the company's 8-inch-disk production has been centralized in Germany
because of the relatively low demand.
In 1987, 8-inch disks accounted for
only 4 percent of the disks sold in the
United States, according to Santa
Clara Consulting. Minifloppies

minimize the pressure on them.
"What destroys diskettes is people:
stapling notes on them, shoving their
in the drawer, walking across themespecially with cleats," Tullmann
says.
"We've taken disks out of fires,
whose jackets had been completely
destroyed by the fire-fighter's water,"
he says. He advises computer users in
a similar situation to: 'Take a new
disk and open the jacket. Throw the
[new] cookie away," he says, and
insert the old disk. In most cases, the
disk will be readable.
"The real experience suggests that
if you treat the stuff okay, it lasts," he
adds. 'The real problem is the
drive--[After a while], nobody makes
the equipment to play it back."
Back in the factory is a corner called
the "weartesting lab." BASF guarantees that its disks will complete 10
million revolutions-two weeks of
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Laser Printer & Copier Owners
INTRODUCING
New PHD Toner Cartidges
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The only toner cartridge manufactured in the USA!
CANON LIST

EP Series I (CX)
EP Series II (SX)
PC Copier I
PC Mini Cartridge

130.00
143.00
119.95
159.49

69.95
74.95
54.95
79.95
within 4 to 5 years. 'The real question
isn't the availability of the technology. It's the demand. If IBM and
Apple are able to perform successfully with their current systems,
there's no pressure on them to
explore new technology." Without
one of those companies backing a
high-density disk, Tullmann doesn't
think such disks will ever gain wide
market acceptance. O

Cleaning wand included.
$10.00 Oiscount w/trade-in of empty cartridge.

* Quantity discounts available
* Free pickup/delivery n Metro Boston and
Southern New Hampshire Area
* 100% Unconditional Money Back Guarantee
· We pay CASH for all empty cartridges
-I

What Is a PHD Cartridge? A PHD cartridge Is one that has been manufacured using
rec-ndIitnned parts. The paris have been thoroughly tested and replaced if necessary.
Our cartridges are 100% guaranteed.

PHD CoMPTR SERVCEs

Outside NH 1-800-333-3439
Within NH 1-603-772-6263
FAX 1-617-782-5502

135 Epping Road, Exete. New Hampshire 03833
availablc.
rl,,niien available. Distributor pogmam
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Simson L. Garfinkel is afreelance
journalistand computer consultant
living in Somerville, Mass. Copyright
1989 by Simson Garfinkel.

